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ABSTRACT

One of the most important problem of the stationary plasma thruster
(SPT) is the analysis of its thermal condition. Some results of investigation
the thermal condition of the main SPT subelements are represented in the
report. These results have been obtained with the analogue simulating
method.

S1. INTRODUCTION

The thermal condition of stationary plasma thruster (SPT) is very important factor, that
difineds the possibility of its exploitation on the spacecraft. The temperature thrusters main
subelements (the discharge chamber - the acceleration channel, the magnetic system, the
cathode-compensator & etc.) and the their heating (cooling) rate determined the working
processes, the energetic thrust cost and the lifetime. SPT are very compact thruster, but it energy
efficiency isn't very high (less than 60%). Therefore the considerable part of energy (for high
power thruster models SPT-200, SPT-290 - several kW) transforms into the heat. So, the detailed
thermal analysis is an important step in the thrusters development.

2. METHOD

The investigation of SPT and its subelements thermal condition was possibie either
experimentally or with simulating methods. It is very difficult and rather expansive to define
experimentally the thermal fields in the SPT elements. Moreover the addition the measuring

Sinstrument to the thruster often leads to the measurement error. It is possible to simulate the
temperature fields with numerical and analogue methods. We use analogue method, because the
SPT elements configuration is very multiple and varies. The simulation was realised on the
network of resistance ( fig 1 ) with the supplementary circuit in each centre.

For the investigation of the nonstationary temperature fields the Libmans method was
used [1]. The time was decomposed on the sequence intervals. The analogue was determined
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Where T, <p - the temperature and the electrical potential, R, h - the electric resistance

and the step of J.T.W, -, network, - L:, ie, C - the heat capacity, CoRT - heat capacity
and heat resistance of the elementary volume, (p* - the potential - the analogous of the
temperature in the previous moment, X - heat conductivity, m - the size of the task.

The stationary temperature field is special case of the nonstationar field.
Of course, the limiting conditions were transformed too.

3. SOME RESULTS

Some results of the simulating were represented in fig. 2-9. In fig. 2-4 the thermal field in
the unit SPT -70 were represented. In fig. 2 one can see the thermal energy flux into the
discharge chamber wall (acceleration channel) separately along the internal and external ones. In
fig. 3-4 one can see the temperature fields corresponded to stationary regime and temperature
change from the thruster start up to stationary regime in characteristic points.

In fig. 5-7 the similar results of modelling for the unit SPT-100 were represented.
It is interesting, that the SPT-100 (on investigation case) had less efficiency than SPT-70.

Therefore part of energy that transformed to heat was greater and the temperature of the
chambers wall were higher.

The temperatures overloads are relative law. That is result of the structure optimisation *
and the using the thermal isolation of the discharge chamber. I

In fig.8-9 the results of investigation the temperature field in the cathode-compensators
unit were represented. In fig. 8 one can see the cathode structure, in fig. 9 - the temperature
dependencies (the power of the heating spiral was 120W) on time in the typical points during
heating and cooling.

In the first interval the temperature of the electrons emitter had the overload.
The simulation results have good agreement with the experimental data.

4. CONCLUSION

It is shown, the analogue simulating method is effective for the investigation of
temperature fields in the multiple structures elements (SPT and other electric propulsion
systems). 3
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3 THE TEMPERATURE CHANGE IN SPT-100 CONTROL POINTS
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